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K08GRSC-KR12ST2A
K08GRSA4-KR12ST2A

K10NA4-KR12RT2A

K10BLSC-KD12BKT2A

K12NC-KD12RT2A

Contrast introduces the Kathy suspension. A fun and colorful suspension
enabling you to give some vibe to
your decor. Made of the highest hand
blown glass quality, this suspension
is offered in a combination of vibrant
colors.
Running on 120V line voltage use any
stylish E26 Medium Base lamp in the
fixture to create a unique look. Group
them in clusters and let them shine.

Contrast Lighting is renowned for
the quality of its hand blown glass
fixtures. Blown by our Artisans in our
own facility, each and every piece is
uniquely hand crafted. The outstanding
thickness and purity of the glass colors
make them stand out among any other
products. Colors are rich, textures
refined, there is nothing like Contrast’s
glass shades.

PD1

Two canopy styles
PD1 and PDR1 offered in painted finishes white or black and plated finish brushed nickel.
Three fabric cable colors: red, silver or black will be the perfect complement to your Kathy.
Glass shade shapes, colors and textures
Kathy comes in three different sizes: 8” 10” and 12” with clear or bubbly aspect.
While the 12” is offered only in natural glass, the 8” and 10” Kathy come in smoked blue, smoked grey and natural glass.
Create your own and unique Kathy combination!

PDR1

Our R&D team designed an adjustable lampholder available for 10’’ and 12’’ Kathys enabling you to position the lamp in an artistic way. Tilt
the lamp or place it downward the way you want. Crafted in high quality aluminum and plated brushed nickel, not only is the lamp holder
functional but it is an integral part of the design. The 8’’ fixture comes with a standard downward lampholder due to the fixture dimension.
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8 inches
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Smoked Blue
Smoked Grey
Natural
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12 inches

N

Natural
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Clear
Bubbly
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PD1
PDR1
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12

White
Black
Brushed Nickel

ST
BKT
RT

Silver
Black
Red

2A

Medium Base / E26
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